Cusack Boardroom

If you HAVE a hanging parking tag, park in lot 722 across from the Dairy Queen:

1. Walk into the front of the hospital. Go straight to the elevator.

2. Go to floor 3. Turn right, and immediately right again and follow the skybridge. Do NOT take the skybridge in front of the elevator.

3. Follow the skybridge taking a right turn at the closed doors to PeaceHealth Labs.

4. Proceed STRAIGHT until you see the Mission sign, then turn LEFT and proceed to the elevator or stairs.

5. For the Cusack Boardroom, take elevator or stairs to 4th floor, turn left out of elevator, turn left into hall, go to end of hall, go through door (Cusak Boardroom).

If you DO NOT HAVE a hanging tag, park in lot 725. Pull a ticket when entering. Present a voucher when you leave.

1. If you PARK on the 3rd LEVEL of 725, enter the glass doors and follow the sky bridge across the street. (If you park on another level follow the directions (1-5 directly above these directions) by entering the front of the hospital.)

2. Turn LEFT just past the PRN Coffee Shop located on your left.

3. Proceed STRAIGHT until you reach the closed doors to PeaceHealth Labs. Turn RIGHT.

4. Proceed STRAIGHT until you see the Mission sign, then turn LEFT and proceed to the elevator or stairs.

5. Go the the 4th Floor. Turn left out of the elevator, turn left again into the hall.

6. Proceed straight to the Cusack Boardroom.